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RELIABILITY

QUALITY
EASY STOCK

SANI-FLEX is composed from a pioneer chrome plated speed
fit 3/8´´, 1/2´´, 3/4´´ ( male or female thread) and is suitable for
installations of high temperature and pressure. It also includes
plastic pipe suitable for hot and cold water with SKZ certificate for
its resistance and ITS-WRAS certificate for resistance and drinkable
water. Saniflex can be applied where there is a connection of hot
and cold water requirement as well as hygiene, flexibility, security,
and convenience.
Its really convenient for the installers because it has an easy and
quick installation and easy stock. In few words, it makes easy,
quick and with long time stability the most sensitive installation.
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MEASURE - CUT- CONNECT
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APPLICATIONS

We screw one speed fit in the angle valve
that supplies the water and the second
speed fit to the water tank of basin
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We push the pipe into the speed fit
of the angle valve, until we hear the click
of the termination.

Generally, we have to mention to each
installer and to anyone that uses this system,
that normally we first screw the speed fits
and then we measure, we cut and finally
connect the pipe.
But, if someone wishes to do the opposite,
speed fits can rotate around the pipe without
causing any problem to their water tightness.

Useful information for secure and quick installation
1) In order the speed fit to connect right with the plastic pipe, we have to
press and penetrate the plastic pipe in to the speed fit, until we hear the
click of the termination.
2) In the speed fit with female thread, be sure that there is a rubber sealing
flange, so there is no need for Teflon or other sealing , liquid or tape.
3) The speed fit can be easily screwed by hand but in order to be more
secured we may use a key to finish screwing
4) The plastic pipe must be cut perpendicular to the axis with the special
cutter.
5) Do not store the plastic pipe (inner and corrugated) in place under UV
radiation.
Disconnector
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SANI-FLEX plastic pipes, are made from high standard cross-linked
polyethylene and are suitable to transfer hot water up to 95O C under pressure.
We measure the required length of pipe
till the second speed fit and after we cut
the pipe, we also cut an equal length
of corrugated pipe.

We wear the corrugated pipe
to the inner pipe and we push it
on the side of the angle valve , in order
to have a sufficient length of inner pipe so
to push it through the speed fit until the
characteristic click of the termination is heard.

For the above uses, saniflex pipes are certified from the German institutes SKZ
(certificate of resistance to high temperatures and pressures) as well as from the
Canadian Institute ITS and English WRAS for resistance and drinkable water.

